Sports play a vital role in making a child round
Physically as well as mentally.

Sports talk of the person’s commitment, discipline and desire to excel. These are the very qualities that are desirable in a student and these are the same qualities that OPJMS strives to nurture among the students.

Education aims at developing a child’s personality through striking a perfect balance between academics and sports activities. In view of the same, OPJMS celebrated its Annual Inter-House Athletic Meet in order to glorify the sports achievements of its budding sport stars. Preparations for the grand event began well in advance; students could be seen practising and braving the chill of the insalubrious weather in order to appear for trials of various events and races. Once the preliminary selections were made and players shortlisted for the myriad events, the athletes started gearing up for the final events.

The programme began with an impressive march past by all six houses holding their flags respectively followed by contingents from Junior School and the School band. Watching the students march ahead in a perfect synchronization was a treat to the eye. After this the sports Head Boy, Jivitesh Saharan administered the oath to all the participants, thus, instilling a feeling of camaraderie among all. This was followed by the declaration of the meet open by the principal.
The rest of the day was devoted to conducting a series of events; one surpassing the other, ensuring victory of many.

The audience witnessed heated athletic sessions with blaring applause that sparked off the vigour and verve of the vibrant athletes. The surprise event that enthralled the audience was the track events for the teaching and non-teaching staff. The students cheered the zealous marathon of the teaching and non-teaching staff with a boisterous applause.

The winners of the events were suitably rewarded at the prize distribution ceremony with bright medals, glistening trophies and certificates.

Every event at OPJMS is an exemplary illustration of togetherness and undying loyalty to a pledge to toil tirelessly and surmount the zenith of success. The splendid and spectacular Athletic Meet redolent with grandeur and glory was indeed a sincere effort to resuscitate the magnanimous principles of friendship, respect, harmony and excellence. The Athletic Meet is over, the applause subsided, but the memories will remain forever in the minds of all at OPJMS.